Feel great and stay healthy:
New building extension at H2O GmbH

Modern, comfortable working as provided by the new offices at H2O GmbH
H2O GmbH doesn’t just insist on
pioneering technology in the production of its water treatment systems
but also in its new buildings. Under
the motto “light, air, sound insulation”, the health and well-being of
employees are jointly addressed. The
issue of sustainability isn’t neglected
either, with e-mobility, solar panels
and groundwater building cooling
systems. The new building will open in
summer 2019.
Healthy, sustainable growth – this
has characterised the last 20 years at
H2O GmbH. The company produces
wastewater treatment systems to
achieve zero liquid discharge in the
industrial sector. In summer 2019,
H2O GmbH opens its sustainable new
facilities. The new building is almost
5,000 square metres in size. With the
new production hall, the company has
tripled the size of its production area.

The idea behind the new building:
shorten routes, improve networking
and thusmake H2O more productive
and with greater capacity for adding
value.
As an innovative company, H2O also
places great emphasis on pioneering
technologies. “That’s why we have got
a solar panel system on the roof of our
new building, which covers our basic
supply needs,” explains Managing
Director Matthias Fickenscher. The
company is also promoting e-mobility.
“We will be installing six charging
stations for e-vehicles in our car park.”
The existing sustainable groundwater
cooling system will also be used for
the new premises.The addition of a
further storey to the office building
creates space for another 20 employees. The company is also emphasising
the well- being concept of “light, air,
sound insulation” for its employees.
Not only is the new 2nd floor being
redesigned, but the existing office
areas are also being adapted. The new
workspaces will offer a space to retreat
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and an opportunity to exchange ideas.
“We are particularly proud of the
active ventilation system,” says Fickenscher. “It’s like working in the fresh
air here!” Not only does this improve
the environmental conditions, but it
also helps concentration levels. All new
desks are electronically height-adjustable to ensure a working posture that
is good for your back. Even the sound
insulation has been further enhanced
with various different elements. “We
want to facilitate optimum conditions
for concentrating on work but, even
more than that, we also want our
staff to have a real sense of well-being
here,” says the Managing Director.

Facts:
yy 99kW solar panels cover the basic
supply needs at H2O GmbH
yy New car park: 6 charging stations
for e-vehicles
yy Groundwater building cooling: 70%
lower CO2 emissions (compared to
cooling units)

